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We are now offering Tele-Visits during the COVID-19 pandemic.  

Our primary goal is to provide the best possible medical care to our patients while keeping 
patients as well as staff safe from possible exposure to COVID-19. 

If your child or any family member has respiratory symptoms please call us or the NM 
COVID-19 Hotline (855-600-3453) before going to ANY medical facility.  If you are 
concerned that your child has severe symptoms that can not be addressed over the phone, 
please go to the ED.  As always, if you think you are experiencing an emergency, please call 
911. 

We are currently not accepting any patient with respiratory symptoms or family members 
with respiratory symptoms for in-office appointments.  Instead, we will be scheduling 
telephone appointments on a first-come-first-served basis.   When you call, your call will be 
placed in the queue and a provider will return your call in the order received.  We will try 
to give you an estimated call-back time if possible. 

If your child has any of the following symptoms, please call our office for a telephone visit: 

• Fever 
• Cough, nasal congestion, runny nose 
• Increased effort of breathing or sensation that you can’t catch your breath. 
• Sore throat 
• Ear pain, tugging/pulling at the ear(s) 

Please be aware that much of pediatric care requires hands-on assessment and what we 
can evaluate over the phone is limited.  You may be asked to schedule an in-office visit by 
the provider if the provider feels that a physical exam is necessary and only if it is safe to do 
so.  You may also be directed to go to the Emergency Department if the provider thinks that 
the symptoms are severe enough to warrant further urgent evaluation.  As always, if you 
think you are having an emergency, please call 911. 

Please be patient.  This pandemic is unprecedented and we are trying to adapt the best we 
can to quickly changing circumstances.  Most of what we are trying to do has not been 
trialed prior to implementation so there is bound to be things that were not anticipated.  
While some thing may be frustrating,  will always prioritize patient and staff safety and 
minimizing the risk of spread. 


